
To increase their visibility during the 2018 FIFA World Cup, Lidl France chose to 
run a series of advertising campaigns across Facebook and Instagram. 
In consultation with MakeMeReach, and using the MakeMeReach platform, 
Adictiz employed a strategy for maximizing coverage throughout the event, 
focusing on driving brand lift before, during and after key moments. This 
involved context-specific messaging throughout the tournament, ensuring the 
timing of ad delivery lined up with real-world events. It also saw Adictiz and Lidl 
plan and buy media space on Facebook well in advance, through the Reach 
& Frequency objective, locking in lower costs before competition for ad 
placements increased.

With over 1 million video views across all campaigns, the Lidl message spread far and wide to their French target 
audience. Pre-booking placements with the Reach & Frequency objective helped Adictiz drive the CPM down, with 
these campaigns seeing a 45% lower CPM than the campaigns aimed at driving video views. In addition, the Instant 
Experience ads saw a completion rate of over 90%, suggesting users were highly engaged in this immersive, full-
screen experience on mobile. The CPC for these Instant Experience ads was also just over 36% cheaper than the 
goal set by Lidl and Adictiz. 

The campaigns were structured around France’s three World Cup group games. Targeting audiences made up of 
users interested in football, fans of football-related Facebook pages, and those who had engaged with the Lidl 
Facebook page in the last three months, Adictiz and Lidl chose to run Video, Instant Experience and Instagram 
Stories ad placements.

On Facebook, Video ads were set up for each match, split and tested for both the Reach & Frequency objective and 
Video Views objective. These ads built a consistent brand narrative during the entire World Cup, with the figureheads 
‘Sophie, Pierre & Marc’ humorously discussing what might happen in the upcoming match. 

Instant Experience ads were 
also featured in some of the 
campaigns, using the same 
videos and layering in images 
and other interactive elements 
in this immersive, full-screen, 
mobile ad format.
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With over 1,500 stores and close to 25,000 employees, for the past 
25 years Lidl France has offered its customers an ideal solution for 
quick, everyday grocery shopping, at the best value for money.

Lidl works with Adictiz, an agency specialized in marketing games
and social media advertising. As a passionate team of 40, their 
social advertising expertise focuses on boosting the reach of 
campaigns and generating hyper-qualified traffic.

Mathilde Pilard, Chief Media Officer, Adictiz.

“The precision available in the MakeMeReach platform helped us communicate at just the right 
time with french football fans throughout the World Cup, helping to bring the Lidl brand closer to 
consumers. The support and strategy-input from the MakeMeReach team also played a big role in 
success.”

Candice Nicolas, Social Media Manager, Lidl France.

“As an official partner of the French Handball Federation and the French NationalHandball League, 
here at Lidl we’ve already shown our strong interest in sports sponsorships. So it was unthinkable for 
us to miss making the most of this global event! The pre-planning of our agency Adictiz, including 
context-specific ads based on specific matches, as well as the personalities of Sophie, Pierre and 
Marc helped to maximize our visibility and engagement across both Facebook and Instagram.”
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